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Eye-tracking ﬁndings suggest people prefer to ground their spoken language comprehen-
sion by focusing on recently seen events more than anticipating future events: When the
verb in NP1-VERB-ADV-NP2 sentences was referentially ambiguous between a recently
depicted and an equally plausible future clipart action, listeners ﬁxated the target of the
recent action more often at the verb than the object that hadn’t yet been acted upon.
We examined whether this inspection preference generalizes to real-world events, and
whether it is (vs. isn’t) modulated by how often people see recent and future events acted
out. In a ﬁrst eye-tracking study, the experimenter performed an action (e.g., sugaring
pancakes), and then a spoken sentence either referred to that action or to an equally plau-
sible future action (e.g., sugaring strawberries). At the verb, people more often inspected
the pancakes (the recent target) than the strawberries (the future target), thus replicat-
ing the recent-event preference with these real-world actions. Adverb tense, indicating a
future versus past event, had no effect on participants’ visual attention. In a second study
we increased the frequency of future actions such that participants saw 50/50 future and
recentactions.Duringtheverbpeoplemostlyinspectedtherecentactiontarget,butsubse-
quently they began to rely on tense, and anticipated the future target more often for future
than past tense adverbs. A corpus study showed that the verbs and adverbs indicating
past versus future actions were equally frequent, suggesting long-term frequency biases
did not cause the recent-event preference.Thus, (a) recent real-world actions can rapidly
inﬂuence comprehension (as indexed by eye gaze to objects), and (b) people prefer to ﬁrst
inspect a recent action target (vs. an object that will soon be acted upon), even when past
and future actions occur with equal frequency. A simple frequency-of-experience account
cannot accommodate these ﬁndings.
Keywords: visually situated sentence comprehension, eye tracking, visual context effects
1. INTRODUCTION
The role of prediction in language and cognition is a much-
debated issue in the cognitive sciences. Prediction plays an impor-
tant part in accounts of event perception (Zacks et al., 2007), in
visual perception (e.g., Nijhawan, 1994; Berry et al., 1999), action
anticipation (e.g., Miall et al., 1993; Wolpert et al., 1995; Agli-
oti et al., 2008), and in theoretical as well as modeling research
onlanguagecomprehension(e.g.,Elman,1990;Hale,2003;Feder-
meier,2007;PickeringandGarrod,2007;Levy,2008).Forlanguage
comprehension more speciﬁcally,the important role of predictive
processes is evidenced by both ﬁndings from studies recording
event-related brain potentials (e.g., Berkum et al., 2005; DeLong
et al., 2005) and from studies tracking eye movements (e.g., Alt-
mannandKamide,1999;Sedivyetal.,1999;Kamideetal.,2003a,b;
see also Aborn et al., 1959; Tulving and Gold, 1963; Fischler
and Bloom, 1979, for related early studies on word prediction in
sentence context).
Inmoredetail,boththecurrentinterpretationandlinguisticas
well as non-linguistic information from the immediate situation
can enable predictive processes during language comprehension.
Visualevent-relatedbrainpotential(ERP)recordingsshowedthat
when a deﬁnite article (e.g., an) was incongruous with the con-
textually most-expected noun (e.g., kite after The day was breezy
so the boy went outside to ﬂy an...), mean amplitude ERPs to
the determiner were more negative going relative to when the
determiner was congruous with the contextually most-expected
noun (DeLong et al., 2005). Corroborating evidence for pre-
dictive processes based on the current utterance interpretation
comes from “anticipatory” eye movements to target objects (i.e.,
eye movements to these objects before they are mentioned). Verb
selectional restrictions (Altmann and Kamide, 1999), composi-
tional noun and verb meaning, and associated world knowledge
(Kamide et al.,2003a,b),prosody (Weber et al.,2006),or informa-
tion structure (Kaiser and Trueswell, 2005) can each restrict the
rangeof targetobjectsthatcanbementionednext,asevidencedby
participants inspecting a target object before its mention relative
to a control condition. Anticipatory gaze effects during spoken
language comprehension can also be elicited by information from
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the immediate non-linguistic context such as the actions that an
objectaffords(Chambersetal.,2004),andverb-mediateddepicted
events (Knoeferle et al., 2005). In sum, language comprehension
is characterized by a forward-looking mechanism that generates
expectations about upcoming information based on the current
interpretation, related linguistic, and world knowledge, as well as
contextual information from the immediate situation.
Inadditiontoinformationfromtheimmediatesituation,recent
visualcontextinformationcanalsoincrementallyinformlanguage
comprehension (seeAltmann,2004;Knoeferle and Crocker,2007;
Huettig et al., 2011a), and memory task performance (Spivey and
Geng, 2001). In Altmann (2004), after participants had inspected
a man, a woman, a newspaper, and a cake, the screen went blank.
Participants subsequently heard,for instance,The man will eat...
Shortly after hearing eat they inspected the location where they
had previously seen the cake before cake was mentioned. These
ﬁndings corroborate the idea that semantic expectations during
language comprehension are incrementally related to represen-
tations of recently inspected clipart objects (Altmann, 2004). A
study by Knoeferle and Crocker (2007) extended these results
to quasi-dynamically depicted clipart events and examined how
visual interrogation of a scene is informed by information from
events that participants had just inspected compared with events
they could expect to happen in the near future. Participants saw a
character (a waiter) move toward an object, interact with it (e.g.,
polish candelabra), and move away from it. People subsequently
passively listened to an utterance that referred either to the recent
action (polishing the candelabra: simple past tense: Der Kellner
polierte kürzlich die Kerzenleuchter,“The waiter recently polished
the candelabra”) or to an equally plausible action that hadn’t yet
been performed (e.g., polishing crystal glasses; present tense with
future meaning: Der Kellner poliert sogleich die Kristallgläser,“The
waiter will soon polish the crystal glasses”). At the verb poliert...
(“polish...”) the comprehension system and visual attention had
achoicebetweenanticipatingtherecentactiontargetversusantic-
ipating(andthusinspecting)thetargetoftheas-yet-unseenfuture
action. Participants preferentially anticipated the target of the
recent (vs. the other, future) action, a gaze pattern that contin-
ued even as future tense information became available through
the adverb (e.g., sogleich,“soon”). Verb meaning and future tense
informationdidnotelicitexpectationsof futureeventsandpeople
rather relied on the recently inspected events.
The present paper investigates in more detail how information
from recent events compared with expectation of future events
affects the visual inspection of (real-world) objects in visual con-
text. Both visual anticipation and processes of accessing visual
context information from working memory have been accom-
modated in existing accounts of situated language comprehen-
sion (see the Coordinated Interplay Account, CIA Knoeferle and
Crocker,2007).Overall,theCoordinatedInterplayAccountiscon-
cernedwithaccommodatingtherapidinterplaybetweenlanguage
comprehension, (visual) attention, and subsequent feedback of
non-linguistic visual information into comprehension processes.
In line with existing evidence, the CIA assumes that compre-
henders incrementally build an interpretation of the sentence
and derive associated expectations. The (partial) interpretation
built in this ﬁrst stage directs attention (referentially but also
anticipatorily) to relevant aspects of visual context or representa-
tions thereof in working memory,and visual context information
that is not immediately visually present experiences some decay.
The representations of linguistic and non-linguistic content that
are in the focus of attention are then co-indexed (e.g., grounding
a verb in its action referent), and if necessary the interpretation
is revised based on visual context information. As the next word
is encountered, this temporally coordinated interplay continues.
The three stages can overlap as the sentence is processed but they
depend on each other for information.
When considering the observed preference to anticipate the
recent (vs. future) event target, the CIA accommodates it via
a reference-ﬁrst mechanism. As people hear the sentence-initial
noun “waiter,” they mostly inspect the waiter. Then they hear
the verb “polish...,” and all else being equal they ﬁrst attempt
to ground it in an action (representation) according to the CIA.
This leads to participants inspecting the location at which the
action took place. Less attention goes toward anticipating the tar-
get of future events (at least when a referential competitor – the
action – has recently been seen and its target is still present). To
theextentthattheeventrepresentationsof therecenteventsdecay,
the preference to inspect the recent-event target should decrease.
In the study by Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007, Experiment 3),
however, decay was unlikely since for each critical trial only the
“recent”eventwasdepictedpriortosentencecomprehension(and
then referenced in the simple past in the ensuing sentence). The
procedure of never depicting the future event may have created a
within-experimentfrequencybiastowardrelyingmoreonrecently
depicted than on equally plausible future events. Perhaps because
of this frequency bias, it has been argued that “the fact that the
visual world took precedence in these studies over experiential
knowledgeisnotsurprising,of course,giventhatthemostreliable
cuetowhoisdoingwhattowhomiswhoeveroneseesdoingit,not
whoever one thinks is doing it. [...] no input is more privileged
than another except insofar as one may be more predictive than
the other in a given situation” (see, e.g., Altmann and Mirkovi´ c,
2009, p. 596f).
These statements were made in the context of an alternative
accountof situatedlanguageprocessingbyAltmannandMirkovi´ c
(2009). In their model, information from the linguistic and non-
linguistic visual context appears as representationally equivalent
and to the extent that these two information sources are equally
predictive none of them is preferred in predicting what will be
mentioned next. Attention is allocated to objects through overlap
between object representations (which are assumed to encode an
object’s location), and linguistic representations derived from the
unfolding utterance. The crux in interpreting the Altmann and
Mircovi´ c account and their statements about the ﬁndings from
Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007, Experiment 3 lies in understand-
ingwhattheseauthorsmeanbya“reliable”cueandbyinputbeing
onlyprivilegedtotheextentthatitismore“predictive.”Theprecise
meaning of these terms in their paper isn’t explicitly deﬁned,ren-
deringtheirinterpretationsomewhatproblematic.Webelievethat
one “strong” but logically coherent interpretation of these terms
within their account is that short-term and/or long-term expe-
rience of a given cue determines its predictiveness of subsequent
inputwithintheiraccount.Thisisplausiblesinceexperience-based
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knowledge and learning also play an important role in the Alt-
mann and Mirkovi´ c account which views language processing as
governed by a mechanism that “[...] learns to anticipate, on the
basis of its current and preceding input, what input may follow”
(Altmann and Mirkovi´ c, 2009, p. 589). Indeed, learning of statis-
tical regularities is a hallmark of the connectionist network that
AltmannandMirkovi´ creferustoinillustratingtheiraccount(Alt-
mannandDienes,1999). Thus,in the absence of a clear deﬁnition
of the reliability and predictiveness of a cue we instantiated pre-
dictiveness as the short-term frequency with which a participant
experienced recent versus future events and long-term regulari-
ties of temporal cues in the sentences (e.g., past vs. future tense
adverbs).
There are other considerations as to why a frequency-based
account of Knoeferle and Crocker’s (2007, Experiment 3) ﬁnd-
ings is not implausible. In fact, in recent years it has become
increasingly clear that human language comprehension and also
other cognitive and motor processes are exquisitely sensitive to
statistical regularities. In action execution, the recent trial-to-trial
visuomotor experience can affect upcoming movement decisions
(e.g., which one of two potential targets to reach for, Chapman
et al., 2010). In language acquisition, statistical regularities can
be exploited by children as young as 8months for segmenting
words in ﬂuent speech (Saffran et al.,1996). Short-term linguistic
experiencecanalsomodulatelanguageproduction(Kaschaketal.,
2006;Haskelletal.,2010)andsentencereading(Wellsetal.,2009).
Systematic co-variation (vs. random pairing) of novel target and
distractor objects speeded up response latencies in identifying the
target in a visual search task, suggesting that participants learned
theassociationsbetweenthesetwoobjects(ChunandJiang,1999).
Overall, then short-term experience of statistical regularities
appears to play an important role in a number of cognitive and
motor processes. To the extent that the importance of statistical
regularities extends to perceptual experience of events, the fre-
quencywithwhicheventsareshownandthenmentioned(“recent
events”) versus the frequency with which events are performed
aftertheywereannounced(“futureevents”),couldplausiblyaffect
how rapidly comprehenders access those events, and which ones
they prefer to attend to during comprehension. An account in
terms of short-term event experience could accommodate the
rapid and preferred reliance on recent events when people only
see recent and never future events (i.e., a bias of 100:0 toward
recent events as was the case in Experiment 3 by Knoeferle and
Crocker, 2007). Importantly, a short-term frequency account of
the preferred reliance on recent events would further predict that
as the ratio of recent versus future events that people perceive
reaches a 50:50 frequency distribution (and assuming there is no
linguistic frequency bias),the preferred inspection of the target of
the recent event should be eliminated.
Alternatively (or in addition), the observed gaze pattern could
becausedbycomprehenders’long-termlinguisticexperience.The
recent actions in the waiter-polishing study were referred to by a
verb in the simple past and an ensuing past tense adverb. The
future events were indicated by a verb in the present tense with a
future meaning and an ensuing future tense adverb. To the extent
that the past tense verbs and adverbs may be more frequent than
thepresenttenseverbsandfutureadverbs,theymightbeprocessed
more rapidly, cueing comprehenders to preferentially inspect the
target of the (recent) action that they refer to (see Dahan et al.,
2001) for evidence on the effects of lexical frequency on visual
attention to objects during spoken language comprehension.
Intheoriginalstudy(KnoeferleandCrocker,2007,Experiment
3), people only ever saw the recent (and never the future) event
on each trial. Seeing a recent event was thus a cue that was reli-
ably followed by mention of the recent event. In contrast,hearing
a sentence about a future event was never followed by actually
seeing that future event, and thus an unreliable cue about future
events. With a 50:50 frequency distribution, participants see an
eventandthenit’smentionedforhalf of thecriticaltrialswhileon
the other half of the trials,they hear an event mentioned and then
they see it performed.According to the strong version of Altmann
and Mircovi´ c’s (2009) account (see above), recent events should
arguably be no more predictive than future events,and so a short-
term frequency account would predict no particular reliance on
recent actions.
Note that this is only a test of the Altmann and Mircovi´ c
account to the extent that their account instantiates cue pre-
dictiveness exclusively via such statistical regularities. One could
arguewithintheiraccountthatseeinganactionincreasestheacti-
vation of that action representation. The action representation
then overlaps with the representation of a corresponding verb,
and modulates the attentional state such that the probability of
an eye movement to the location associated with the activated
action representation increases. In this way, the account might
appear to predict more inspections to the target of the recent (vs.
future) action. We think, however, that this argumentation logic
doesn’tholdfora50:50within-experimentfrequencydistribution
of recentversusfutureevents.Inthelattercase,bothremembering
a recent action and anticipating a future action is equally predic-
tive of what is mentioned/happens next. Thus, it would appear
plausible that even after perception of one action activates its rep-
resentations,the representations of other,relevant future events is
activated just as much upon encountering the verb. Verb overlap
with the future event representation could then boost the activa-
tion of those representations and modulate the attentional state
such that the probability of saccades to the target of a plausible
future event increases.
The Coordinated Interplay Account, in contrast, because of its
mechanism of ﬁrst grounding a referent would predict that even
with a 50:50 frequency distribution of recent to future events,
people should prefer to ground the verb in the recent action and
its associated target. Thus, implementing a 50:50 frequency dis-
tribution of recent relative to future events (and controlling for
linguistic frequency biases of the verbs and adverbs) would per-
mit us to tease apart predictions of a reference-ﬁrst mechanism
from an account that rather emphasizes the predictive nature of
an information source as instantiated by short-term frequency of
event experience.
Two eye-tracking experiments and a corpus study addressed
this question. To ensure that ﬁndings generalize to real-world
environments,thepresentstudiesreliedonreal-worldactionsper-
formedbytheexperimenter(seeFigure1).Experiment1aimedto
replicatetheﬁndingsfromExperiment3inKnoeferleandCrocker
(2007) with real-world action events, i.e., participants only ever
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FIGURE 1 | Example video snapshot: the experimenter sugars the
pancakes.
saw an event prior to sentence comprehension on each trial. The
subsequent sentence either referred to that event (in the simple
past) or it referred to another equally plausible event that could
happen in the future. There was thus a 100:0 within-experiment
frequencybiastowardseeingrecent(vs.future)events.Bycontrast
for critical trials in Experiment 2, participants saw the experi-
menter perform one action prior to the sentence, and the other
(future) action after sentence comprehension and overall in that
study,thefrequencydistributionofrecentrelativetofutureactions
was 50:50. Both the CIA and a short-term frequency instantiation
of the account by Altmann and Mirkovi´ c would predict a recent
action preference in Experiment 1. In contrast, for Experiment 2,
the CIA (but not a short-term frequency account) would appear
to predict a preference to anticipate the target of the recently
inspected event. An additional corpus study was conducted to
gain insight into whether there was any linguistic bias such that
past tense verbs and adverbs might be more frequent than present
tense verbs and adverbs indicating future actions.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-four German native speakers (aged 19 to 33, M=24.83;
8 males, 16 females) participated in Experiment 1, and a further
twenty-fournativeGermanspeakersparticipatedinExperiment2
(aged 19 to 33; M=24.92, 12 males, 12 females). Participants (all
students of Bielefeld University,Germany) were each paid 4 Euros
to take part in the experiments. They all had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision,were unaware of the purpose of the experiment
and all gave informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
2.2. MATERIALS AND DESIGN
We created twelve experimental items that each consisted of two
everyday objects (e.g., strawberries and pancakes) and four sen-
tences,recorded by a male native German speaker (see Table 1 for
Table 1 | Example item set for Experiments 1 and 2.
1a Future
condition
Der Versuchsleiter zuckert demnächst die Erdbeeren.
“The experimenter will soon sugar the strawberries.”
1a  Future
condition
Der Versuchsleiter zuckert demnächst die Pfannkuchen.
“The experimenter will soon sugar the pancakes.”
1b Recent
condition
Der Versuchsleiter zuckerte kürzlich die Pfannkuchen.
“The experimenter recently sugared the pancakes.”
1b  Recent
condition
Der Versuchsleiter zuckerte kürzlich die Erdbeeren.
“The experimenter recently sugared the strawberries.”
1a and 1b are examples of the conditions; 1a
  and 1b
  are the corresponding
counterbalancing sentences.
an example). Critical sentences were about the two objects and
grouped into two tense conditions (future: 1a and recent: 1b). In
the future condition, a present tense verb with a temporal adverb
(demnächst,“soon”) indicated the future. In the recent condition,
tensewasmarkedonthelastletterof eachverb(e.g.,the-e inzuck-
erte,“sugared”) and via the temporal adverb (kürzlich,“recently”).
For the experimental sentences all words were matched for spo-
ken syllables and lemma frequency within an item (Baayen et al.,
1995). The counterbalancing versions (1a  and 1b  for 1a and 1b
respectively) served to present each object once as the target of a
recent,andonceasthetargetofafutureaction,ensuringthatvisual
characteristicsof apost-verbaltargetobjectcontributedequallyto
each of the two conditions.
The two objects of each experimental trial (e.g., strawber-
ries and pancakes) could undergo the same action (e.g., sugar-
ing). Experimental sentences about these objects began with Der
Versuchsleiter (“The experimenter”) followed by the verb (e.g.,
zuckert...,“sugar...”). Because of the counterbalancing, the two
objects were equiprobable as targets of the action. Prior to the
end of the verb (e.g., zuckert...,“ s u g a r ...”) sentence tense was
ambiguous and the sentence could thus either refer to a recent
event (e.g., the experimenter had just sugared the pancakes) or to
a future event (e.g., sugaring the strawberries). As the verb end-
ing (-e in zuckerte,“sugared”) and the adverbs were encountered,
people could rely on the temporal cues to anticipate the recent
versus the future event, although we know that prior research
has reported weak effects of tense (Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007).
However,the sentence-ﬁnal noun phrase refers to the target of the
recent (1b) versus future (1a) event; so, soon after people start
processing this noun phrase, we should begin to see more eye
gaze to the correct target (recent condition: pancakes, 1b; future
condition: strawberries, 1a).
In Experiment 1, the experimenter performed only one action
before the sentence for each experimental item (e.g., sugaring the
pancakes), and then participants either heard a spoken sentence
in the past (1b, Table 1) or in the future (1a, Table 1) condition.
Participantsthussaw100:0recent(vs.future)eventsandheardan
equal number of sentences in the recent and future condition. In
Experiment 2, the experimenter performed one action before the
sentence(sugaringthepancakes),andanotheractionaftersentence
presentation (sugaring the strawberries) on each critical trial such
that participants not only heard equally many recent and future
event sentences but also saw 50:50 recent to future events.
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Inadditiontothetwelveexperimentalitemswecreated24ﬁller
sentences.Theseensuredthatparticipantswereexposedtoarange
of sentence and action combinations. Filler sentences were iden-
tical in the two experiments. They contained a verb in the past
tense on 12 trials, and a verb in the present tense for the other
12 trials. In 8 ﬁller trials the adverb indicated the recent past (4
trials) or the near future (4 trials). Adverbs for the other 16 ﬁller
sentences did not indicate a point in time but expressed mood,or
degree of certainty of an event. The ﬁller trials differed between
the experiments in when people saw an action. In Experiment
1, the experimenter performed one action on each trial, prior to
sentence presentation. In Experiment 2, for 8 of the ﬁller trials,
the experimenter conducted the action as the sentence was spo-
ken. For another 8 ﬁller trials, people only saw one action before
sentence presentation (4 trials), or one action after sentence pre-
sentation (4 trials). For a further 8 ﬁller trials, participants saw
an action both before and after the sentence was presented. From
the sentences in the two conditions and their two counterbalanc-
ing versions we created four lists using a Latin square. Each list
contained every item in only one condition and all 24 ﬁller sen-
tences.Listswerepseudo-randomizedandeachparticipantsawan
individually randomized version of one of the four experimental
lists.
2.3. PROCEDURE
Participant were seated opposite the experimenter in front of a
table. They were informed that the experiment would use an eye
tracker(SMIiViewXHEDmobile),andtheywerecalibratedusing
a 5-point calibration routine. When calibration was successful,
the experiment started. Prior to the experiment,participants were
instructed to look carefully at the items on the table and listen
attentivelytotherecordingplayedthroughtheloudspeakers.There
wasnoothertask.Foreachtrial,theexperimenterﬁrstputthenec-
essaryobjects(suchasstrawberriesandpancakes)onthetable.For
thecriticaltrialsinExperiment1,theexperimenterthenputsugar
on the pancakes (ca. 1500ms) and subsequently participants lis-
tened to German versions of “The experimenter sugars soon the
strawberries”or“Theexperimentersugaredrecentlythepancakes”
(1a and 1b,see Table 1). For the critical trials in Experiment 2,the
experimenterperformedafurtheraction(e.g.,sugaringthestraw-
berries), after sentence presentation such that people always saw
one action before, and one action after sentence presentation for
the critical trials. The experiment lasted approximately 30min.
After the experiment, participants were debriefed.
2.4. ANALYSIS
2.4.1. Eye-tracking data
For the coding of participants’ eye gaze during the experimental
trials, a period of interest was deﬁned, starting from the onset
of the verb until the offset of the post-verbal NP (NP2). The
onsets of the critical words in the sentence (verb, adverb, NP2)
were marked in the video ﬁles using the annotation software
ELAN (a tool developed at the Max Planck Institute for Psy-
cholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and downloadable at
http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan, see also Sloetjes and Witten-
burg, 2008). In the videos, participants’ gaze during the trial
appeared as a red circle. The duration of each frame in the videos
was 40ms. For the period of interest, participants’ ﬁxations were
manually coded frame-by-frame as to which region of the scene
was ﬁxated in that particular frame. Three regions were deﬁned:
the recent target object, the future target object and “other” (i.e.,
other parts of the scene, for example, the experimenter or the
background).
Themeasureof interestforthepurposeof ourstudyisﬁxations
to the recent and future target objects as the sentence unfolds.
Usingtheframe-by-framegazedata,weﬁrstcomputedgazeprob-
abilitiestothetwotargetsineachofthe40mstimeframes.Because
lookstothesetwoentitiesarenotlinearlyindependent(morelooks
to one object imply fewer looks to the other, and vice-versa), we
next computed mean log gaze probability ratios for the recent rel-
ative to the future target ln (P (recent target)/P (future target)).
This measure, which expresses the bias of inspecting the recent
relative to the future target, does not violate the linear indepen-
denceassumption(e.g.,Araietal.,2007;Carminatietal.,2008).In
this measure,a score of zero indicates that both targets are ﬁxated
equally frequently; a positive score reﬂects a preference for look-
ing at the recent target over the future target, and a negative ratio
indicates the opposite.
For the inferential analyses we deﬁned the following three time
windows: the verb region (from verb onset until adverb onset,
M =1148ms); the adverb region (from adverb onset until the
offset of the adverb, M =1332ms) and the NP2 region (from
NP2 onset until NP2 offset, M =710ms). We aggregated mean
log gaze probabilities ratios ln (P (recent target)/P (future tar-
get)) over each of the three time regions of interest. A further
advantage of using log-ratios (in addition to the independence
assumption) is that they yield data distributions that are more
suitable for parametric testing (standard probabilities often imply
a violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption because
they have a limited range from 0 to 1; in contrast, log-ratios can
takevaluesbetweenminusinﬁniteandplusinﬁnite,whichiswhat
is required for parametric testing).
Weﬁttedlinearmixedeffect(LME)modelstothelogprobabil-
ityratiosforeachofthetimeregions,usingtheR-software(version
2.2.0;CRANproject;RDevelopmentCoreTeam,2008)1.Separate
models were ﬁtted on log-ratios averaged over participants and
items respectively (Barr, 2008). In all models, the predicted out-
come was the log ratio of ﬁxations to the recent target relative
to the future target and the ﬁxed effect predictor was condition
(future vs. recent). To minimize collinearity,we used effect coding
by transforming the ﬁxed effect into a numerical value and cen-
tering it so as to have a mean of zero and a range of 1 (Baayen,
2008). Effect coding has the further advantage of allowing the
coefﬁcients of the regression to be interpreted as the main effects
inastandardANOVA(Barr,2008).Furthermore,withthiscoding
the intercept represents the estimate of the grand mean; there-
fore, applied to our particular data, a signiﬁcant intercept would
indicate that the mean log gaze probability ratio ln (P (recent
target)/P (future target)) is signiﬁcantly different from zero. In
turn, this would indicate that there is a signiﬁcant bias toward
1Duetoasparsefrequenciesinthedesigntablewecouldnotrelyonthehierarchical
log-linear analyses (Scheepers,2003; Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007).
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looking at one object relative to the other,whether or not a signif-
icant effect of condition is also present (recall that a log ratio of
zero would indicate that there is no such bias). For each analysis,
two models were ﬁtted, one including only the random intercept
(i.e., allowing the intercept to vary across participants and items
respectively) and another including both the random intercept
andtherandomslope(i.e.,allowingalsotheslopeof theﬁxedpre-
dictor to vary across the random variables). These models were
then evaluated using a log-likelihood ratio test (Baayen, 2008,p .
276) and the more complex model was retained only if it ﬁtted
the data signiﬁcantly better than the simpler one (indicated in
Table 3 with §). A coefﬁcient was considered to be signiﬁcant
at alpha =0.05 when the absolute value of t was greater than 2
(Baayen, 2008)2.
2.4.2. Corpus data
Forthecorpusstudywelookedatﬁvedifferentcorpora:theEuropa
Parliament Corpus (Koehn,2005),the German Reference Corpus
(COSMAS II, Kupietz et al., 2010), deWac (Baroni et al., 2009),
Google,andDLex(http://www.dlexdb.de;Heisteretal.,2011).We
report two different analyses. (1) For our recent condition, we
searched for the exact verb forms in the simple past and present
perfect to get an estimate of how often people encounter a verb
formreferringtothepast;forthefutureconditionwesearchedfor
verbformsinthepresenttense.(2)Wedidafrequencycountofthe
temporal adverbs in the two conditions (recent condition: soeben,
“just now”; unlängst, “not long since”; kürzlich, vorhin, “a little
while ago”; future condition: sogleich,“presently”; nachher,“sub-
sequently”; demnächst, “soon”; baldigst, “as soon as possible”). A
2In choosing to run LME models on data aggregated up to the participant and
item level separately, we follow the second approach outlined in Barr (2008) for
analyzing visual-world eye-tracking data. It should be noted that this approach is
essentiallyequivalenttorunningseparaterepeatedmeasuresmixed-designANOVAs
with participants and items as random effects.
third analysis in which we searched for the exact verb and adverb
sequences of our items had to be abandoned due to data sparse-
ness. We obtained frequencies of the verbs and adverbs for each
item and normalized these frequencies for each corpus using the
number of words in the respective corpus3. Since this resulted in
small numbers, we multiplied each thus-obtained frequency by
1,000,000 to facilitate interpretation. We present descriptive fre-
quencies of the verb forms and of the adverbs averaged across
the individual items (Table 4). To ascertain whether there were
reliable differences in the frequency scores for our items across
the ﬁve corpora,we computed the average frequency scores across
the ﬁve corpora by items (i.e., the 12 verbs used in our study
and the 4 temporal adverbs for each condition). We provide the
95 percent conﬁdence interval of the average difference scores
for our verbs and adverbs in each of the two conditions (past
minus present/future condition for the normalized, multiplied,
and averaged scores, Table 4).
3. RESULTS
Weﬁrstpresenttheresultsofthetwoeye-trackingstudiesandsub-
sequentlytheresultsof thecorpusstudy.Fortheeye-trackingdata,
Figures2and3plotthemeanloggazeprobabilityratioscomputed
usingtheoriginal40msframedata,fortheperiodfromverbonset
to NP2 offset, for Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. Descriptively,
these two graphs reveal an overall preference for looking at the
recent target relative to the future target throughout the verb and
adverb, shown by the fact that during most of this period the log
ratio remains well above zero (indicating that the recent target
receives more looks than the future target). As participants hear
the second noun, they begin to shift gaze to the future target (the
referent of “strawberries”) in the future more than in the recent
3The only exception was the Google corpus for which we set the size to 1 since its
exact size was unknown.
FIGURE 2 | Mean log gaze probability ratios ln (P(recent target)/P(future target)) as a function of condition fromVerb Onset for Experiment 1.
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FIGURE 3 | Mean log gaze probability ratios ln (P(recent target)/P(future target)) as a function of condition fromVerb Onset for Experiment 2.
condition; the recent target (the referent of “pancakes”) is ﬁxated
more in the recent condition than in the future condition.
This descriptive pattern was corroborated by the per-region
descriptive (Table 2) and inferential (Table 3) analyses. Table 2
shows the mean log gaze probability ratios (participants’ means)
forthethreetimeregionsofinterestasafunctionofcondition,and
Table 3 summarizes the results of the corresponding LME analy-
ses. As one can see from the means in Table 2, there is a general
inspection bias in favor of the recent target over the future target
object, which we noted in the time course graphs (see Figures 2
and 3). Statistical analyses conﬁrmed that this bias was reliable
across all three regions in both experiments (i.e.,the intercept was
signiﬁcantly different from zero). The positive coefﬁcient for the
intercept in Table 3 indicates that people look more at the recent
than future target throughout the sentence.
In the verb region for both experiments, the visual preference
for the recent target was not modulated by whether the verb was
in the present (future condition) or in the past (recent condi-
tion), as evidenced by the absence of a signiﬁcant main effect of
condition. However, as participants incrementally processed the
remainder of the sentence, the main effect of tense (future vs.
recent) becomes reliable,in the ﬁnal NP2 region in Experiment 1,
and in the adverb and NP2 regions in Experiment 2. In the recent
condition, this effect is driven by an increase in the log ratio (i.e.,
looks to the recent target increase and those to the future target
decrease), while in the future condition there is a corresponding
decreaseinthelogratio(i.e.,lookstotherecenttargetdecreaseand
those to the future target increase,seeTable 2). Concurrent analy-
ses on the same log-ratio measures using mixed-design ANOVAs
with participants and items as random effects yielded results in
agreement with the LME analyses (see footnote 2).
In the above LME analyses the (positive) grand mean inter-
cept was signiﬁcantly different from zero, indicating a visual bias
toward the recent over the future target averaged over the two
Table 2 | Mean log gaze probability ratios ln (P (recent target)/P
(future target)) as a function of condition and time region for
Experiment 1 and 2.
Time region Future condition (present
tense verb and future adverb)
Recent condition (past
tense verb and adverb)
EXPERIMENT 1
Verb 1.52 (0.23) 1.51 (0.23)
Adverb 1.16 (0.26) 1.64 (0.36)
NP2 0.35 (0.26) 1.78 (0.28)
EXPERIMENT 2
Verb 1.43 (0.26) 1.58 (0.22)
Adverb 1.38 (0.25) 2.23 (0.28)
NP2 0.15 (0.20) 2.10 (0.35)
Standard errors are in parentheses.
conditions. To determine the extent to which this visual bias is
present in the two separate conditions, particularly in the future
condition,weconductedone-sampletwo-tailedt-testsonthelog-
ratios of participants and items respectively. These tests, adjusted
for two comparisons using the Bonferroni method (new alpha
level:0.05/2=0.025),were aimed at ascertaining whether the log-
ratio means for each condition are signiﬁcantly different from
zero. With regard to the future condition in Experiment 1, the
t-tests were signiﬁcant in both the verb and adverb region (all
ps<0.001), but not in the NP2 region (p1=0.19, p2=0.16).
This pattern of results was replicated for the future condition of
Experiment 2 (verb and adverb region all ps<0.001; NP2 region:
p1=0.47, p2=0.79), suggesting that the 50/50 manipulation of
Experiment2wasnotabletooverridethevisualpreferenceforthe
recentobjectfoundinExperiment1intheverbandadverbregion.
As expected, the t-tests in the recent-event condition achieved
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signiﬁcance for all of the analysis regions in both Experiment 1
and 2 (all ps<0.001).
Table 4 shows the results from the corpus study. It displays the
normalized verb and adverb frequencies for the future compared
Table 3 | Linear mixed effect model results for Experiments 1 and 2 by
time region.
Time region Coefﬁcient
participants
Items t-Value
participants
Items
EXPERIMENT 1
Verb
Intercept 1.51 1.14 9.20* 8.00*
Cond −0.02 −0.11 −0.15 −0.78
Adverb
Intercept 1.40 1.04 5.54* 11.67*
Cond 0.24 0.10 1.31 1.19
NP2
Intercept 1.06 0.94§ 5.14* 5.83§*
Cond 0.72 0.50 4.11* 3.01§*
EXPERIMENT 2
Verb
Intercept 1.50 1.30 7 .69* 12.01*
Cond 0.07 0.07 0.52 0.98
Adverb
Intercept 1.80 1.55§ 8.30* 7 .53§*
Cond 0.43 0.53§ 2.74* 2.65§*
NP2
Intercept 1.12§ 0.98§ 4.95§* 4.54§*
Cond 0.98§ 0.94§ 5.56§* 3.83§*
*The effect is signiﬁcant at alpha=0.05 (using the |t|>2 criterion).
§These values refer to the model that has both random intercepts and random
slopes; all other values are in respect of models with only random intercepts.
with recent condition. The difference scores (past minus present
tense) illustrate that present tense verb forms are descriptively
somewhat more frequent than past tense verbs in four (European
Parliament,Cosmas II,deWac,and Google) out of ﬁve of the ana-
lyzed corpora. The table also presents the normalized frequencies
for the adverbs which show that the future tense adverbs are more
frequent than the past tense adverbs in three (deWac,Google,and
DLex) of the ﬁve analyzed corpora.
These descriptive trends, however, were not conﬁrmed by the
conﬁdence intervals for the difference scores (past minus present
tense verbs/adverbs). With the exception of the European Parlia-
ment corpus for the adverb counts, the conﬁdence intervals for
all of the corpora contained zero, suggesting that the underlying
means do not differ reliably. Overall thus, past tense verbs and
adverbsinoursentencestimulidonotappeartobemorefrequent
than present tense verb forms and adverbs indicating the near
future.
4. DISCUSSION
Two eye-tracking studies assessed whether the frequency with
which participants saw recent (vs. future) everyday events within
the experiment can eliminate a previously observed preference to
inspect recent-event targets more than future event targets after
hearing a sentence beginning that was compatible with either
event. In NP1-V-ADV-NP2 sentences the verb was referentially
ambiguous between a recent action (and its associated target)
and an equally plausible future action (and its different target
object). When participants saw the experimenter perform only
one action per trial, prior to presentation of the spoken sen-
tence (Experiment 1), they more often inspected the target of
that recent action than the target of the future event during and
shortly after the verb. This conﬁrmed that the time course and
qualitative gaze pattern from a clipart eye-tracking experiment
(KnoeferleandCrocker,2007,Experiment3)extendtoreal-world
actions. The recent-event preference persisted even when partici-
pantssawtheexperimenterperformequallymanyactionspriorto
Table 4 | Normalized frequency counts for the verb forms and adverbs in our materials averaged across the items.
European Parliament (25–30M) Cosmas II (2000M) deWac (1411M) Google set to 1 DLex (100M)
Past tense verb forms 0.091 3.787 0.032 37175.20 8.034
Present tense verb forms 1.123 5.439 0.034 105627 .80 3.498
Verb difference scores −1.032 −1.652 −0.002 −68452.6 4.536
lower/upper 95 CI of the
difference scores
−2.779/0.715 −5.843/2.541 −0.0171/0.0130 −247001.4/110096.2 −1.750/10.822
Adverbs indicating the past 58.879 27 .774 0.183 417298.0 18.680
Adverbs indicating the future 11.537 17 .012 0.184 421338.4 23.805
Adverb difference scores 47 .343 10.762 −0.001 −4040.404 −5.125
lower/upper 95 CI of the
difference scores
1.126/93.559 −20.667/42.191 −0.239/0.237 −528146.7/520065.9 −45.065/34.815
“Past tense verb forms” and “present tense verb forms” indicate the averaged and normalized frequencies for the recent and future conditions respectively. “Adverbs
indicating the past” and “adverbs indicating the future” present the averaged and normalized frequency averages across the adverbs used in the recent and future
conditions. “Verb difference scores” and “Adverb difference scores” present the results for subtracting the scores for verbs/adverbs in the future from those for
verbs/adverbs in the recent condition. Negative difference scores indicate lower frequencies for the past than present tense verbs and the adverbs. For each corpus
we show the number of tokens in millions (M) in brackets. For the verb and adverb difference scores we list ﬁrst the lower and then the upper 95 percent conﬁdence
interval.
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versusaftersentencepresentation(i.e.,recentversusfutureactions
respectively) in Experiment 2.
Overall, the data provide good evidence that people prefer to
groundtheirexpectationsandvisualattentionduringincremental
language understanding more through directing their attention at
the target of a recent event than at the target of another, equally
plausible, future event. We examined this recent-event preference
under two frequency distributions of recent relative to future
events(i.e.,whentherewasafrequencybiastowardrecenteventsin
Experiment 1 and when recent and future events occurred equally
often in Experiment 2). Together, these two frequency manipula-
tions permit us to tease apart two competing accounts of how
contextual information is used to inform expectations during
language comprehension: while both the Coordinated Interplay
Account (CIA, Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007) and a short-term
frequency instantiation of cue reliability in the account by Alt-
mann and Mirkovi´ c would have predicted a reliance on recent
events time-locked to the verb in Experiment 1, their predictions
differ for Experiment 2. Consider their predictions for Experi-
ment 1: The CIA incorporates a reference-ﬁrst mechanism such
that comprehenders upon interpreting a word and all else being
equal, ﬁrst look to ground it and ﬁnd an appropriate referent.
Upon hearing a verb, people should thus engage in a search for a
suitable referent (visually by interrogating the scene, or by focus-
ing attention on relevant representations in working memory). A
short-term frequency instantiation of the account by Altmann
and Mirkovi´ c also predicts a rapid and preferred reliance on
recent depicted events in Experiment 1 but for a different rea-
son – because these events are more predictive of what will be
mentioned next (as instantiated via a 100:0 frequency bias toward
recent events).
When people saw a 50:50 distribution of recent versus future
events in Experiment 2, the predictions made by these two
accounts diverge. The CIA would still predict a recent-event
preference based on its reference-ﬁrst mechanism. In contrast,
a short-term frequency instantiation of cue reliability would no
longerpredictapreferencetoinspecttherecent-eventtargetmore
than the future event target since neither of these two informa-
tion sources is more predictive of which object will be mentioned
next or of which action the verb refers to. Both events and
verb/adverb forms are equally frequent within the experiment.
Thus having seen one action, the ensuing sentence could 50:50
refer to that recent action vs. an equally plausible future action.
The ﬁndings from Experiment 2 thus provide support against a
purely frequency-based account of cue predictiveness in visually
situatedutterancecomprehension.Apparentlyshort-term,within-
experiment perceptual and communicative experience that could
immediatelyhaveinformedcomprehender’sexpectations,didnot
eliminate the preference to inspect the recent-event target during
language comprehension.
As mentioned in the introduction, an alternative possibility is
that the past tense verbs and adverbs that we used may be more
frequent in long-term experience than their present tense coun-
terparts, and that such a long-term frequency bias could guide
visual attention to objects. If such a bias exists we may assume
that it can rapidly guide attention, since we know that long-term
wordfrequencyhasrapideffectsonlanguageprocessingandvisual
attentionincomprehensiontasksduringreading(e.g.,Raynerand
Raney,1996),aswellasduringspokenlanguagecomprehensionin
visual contexts. For the latter situation, Dahan et al. (2001) found
thatpeopleﬁxatedobjectswithfrequent(vs.relativelymoreinfre-
quent) names faster. However, we can be relatively certain that
the recent events preference indexed via visual attention that we
observed in both experiments during the verb is not driven by the
long-term frequency of occurrence of these words since there was
noreliablefrequencydifferencebetweenverbsandadverbsinfour
out of ﬁve examined corpora.
Theabsenceofimmediateshort-termfrequencyeffectsissome-
what surprising in light of existing evidence showing that short-
term frequencies can affect a range of cognitive processes, among
them action execution (e.g., Chapman et al., 2010), language
acquisition (e.g.,Saffran et al.,1996; Saffran,2003),language pro-
duction(Kaschaketal.,2006;Haskelletal.,2010),sentencereading
(Wells et al., 2009), and visual perception (e.g., Chun and Jiang,
1999). And yet, participants in the present experiments were not
immediately (during the verb) sensitive to the within-experiment
frequency distribution of the recent compared with the future
event. Had they been immediately sensitive, we should have seen
nodifferenceintargetobjectinspectionduringtheverbinExperi-
ment2.Thisisnottosaythatthe50:50frequencymanipulationin
Experiment 2 (relative to Experiment 1) did not modulate visual
attention.Indeed,effectsof tenseinExperiment2occurredearlier
(duringtheadverb)thaninExperiment1(duringthepost-adverb
noun phrase). This conﬁrms that our frequency manipulation
was effective, in line with previously observed effects of short-
term experience on cognitive processes. A short-term frequency
account can accommodate the earlier tense effects in Experiment
2 compared with Experiment 1. By contrast, it cannot accommo-
date the visual preference for the recent-event target during the
verb and adverb in the future condition in Experiment 2.
The Coordinated Interplay Account accommodates this latter
gaze pattern by postulating that people prefer to ﬁrst ground the
verb in the recent action, and in the absence of the action they
do so by inspecting the target object upon which they had previ-
ously seen the action performed.Another (speculative) possibility
is that the order in which we experience events and hear them
talked about affects our reliance on them during comprehen-
sion. Seeing an event and hearing it subsequently talked about
as part of our experience, may anchor that event in a different
way in our (working) memory compared to predicting an event
that then happens. To the extent that this holds, the reported
ﬁndings contribute toward delineating the role of expectation-
based processes in language and cognition. They ﬁt well with
other ﬁndings that have shown older (vs. younger) adults engage
less in predictive processing (Federmeier et al., 2002; Federmeier,
2007), as do high (vs. low) literates (e.g., Huettig et al., 2011b).
In the present task, participants were instructed to pay atten-
tion to both the visual context and to language. When people
had seen an action, they likely kept that action in their working
memory. It is possible that working memory representations of
the recently seen action increased visual attention to associated
objects. Such a view would appear compatible with ﬁndings that
suggest visual orienting can be guided by the contents of working
memory in memory tasks (e.g., Spivey and Geng, 2001), and in
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visual search tasks (even when they are not relevant for the ongo-
ing search task, e.g., Olivers et al., 2006). To the extent that these
ﬁndings extend to language paradigms, they underscore the role
of working memory representations in language processing (see
also Altmann, 2004; Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007; Huettig et al.,
2011a).
This position is compatible with the Coordinated Interplay
Account to the extent that the verb representation mediates the
retrieval of working memory representations of an action. The
result of verb-mediated referential processes is that (visual) atten-
tiongoespreferentiallytothe locationandtargetassociatedwitha
recent action (vs. anticipating the target of a future event). Future
studies will examine role of working memory in the present ﬁnd-
ings by further increasing the frequency of future events in the
experiment and by means of a post-experiment memory test on
the recent versus future actions. While it’s not entirely clear yet
whyweobservedtherecent-eventpreferenceintheabsenceof fre-
quency biases, it is clear that simple, short-term event experience
cannot accommodate these ﬁndings.
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APPENDIX
SENTENCE STIMULI
1. DerVersuchsleiter zuckert sogleich/zuckerte soeben die Erdbeeren/Pfannkuchen.
2. DerVersuchsleiter mixt sogleich/mixte soeben den Cocktail/Milchshake.
3. DerVersuchsleiter buttert sogleich/butterte soeben die Brotscheiben/Croissants.
4. DerVersuchsleiter bewässert nachher/bewässerte unlängst die Kresse/Tulpe.
5. DerVersuchsleiter poliert nachher/polierte unlängst die Kerzenständer.
6. DerVersuchsleiter studiert nachher/studierte unlängst den Buchtitel.
7. DerVersuchsleiter öffnet demnächst/öffnete kürzlich die Saftﬂasche/Schuhkiste.
8. DerVersuchsleiter würzt demnächst/würzte kürzlich die Gurke/Tomate.
9. DerVersuchsleiter salzt demnächst/salzte kürzlich die Zucchini/Aubergine.
10. DerVersuchsleiter schlürft baldigst/schlürfte vorhin die Limonade/Apfelschorle.
11. DerVersuchsleiter schüttelt baldigst/schüttelte vorhin die Sojamilch/Sprühsahne.
12. DerVersuchsleiter verrührt baldigst/verrührte vorhin den Milchkaffee/Kräutertee.
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